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PREFACE.

THE object of the following Argument is to estab-
lilh what i. commonly regarded al purely p'hylical
health upon a purely paychial ballis; to show that
Health i. knowledge, wisdom, insight; men suf-
fer from _called purely corporal diseasea' only be-
cause they form erTlmeb'US judgments; al80, to show
that the fundamental erroneous judgment is,that there
is any lIuch tbing in the Universe as PHYSICAL
CAUSATION, a belief in which leads both directly and
indirectly to disease. Onen directly in the case of
the individual, but more commonly indirectly as a
race·belief held throughout the known history of
mllnkind.
The practical outcome of such a doctrine of Health

would be itll eeachabllme88. Health would then be
something universally buman, something every one
.could acquire through instruction and practice.
This was the Socratic doctrine of Virtue. Socrates

..
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•

taught: ... Men ,act wl'Ongly only because they form
erroneous judgments." He thus "Laid the"founda-
tion atone for a scientific treatment of Ethics, a Ireat-
ment which must be dated from him."
In attempting to eatabUsh this doctrine of Health,

our aim has been to show that it is II direct implica·
tion and strict logical deduction of Theistic or Spiri.
tual Philosophy. And the principal authoritiea con-
sultell upon this Philosophy have been: PROF. BORDEN
P. Bown: "PIfIJchology,MetaphyM, Studies in 'I'Mi8m,
etc." PROP. B. F. COCKER: "/'8Ychology." SCHWItl?LER. :
"HisttJryufPhilosophy."BERKKLItY: "Dialogut.8between
Hylas aM Philoooua, Treatm ClmClP'ning the Principles
of Haman Icnowkdge, Alciphron, Siris." PLATO: "Apol·
ogy, Orito, PhaeOO." CoUSAN: "True, Beautiful aM
Good.'"
References have also been made to: MAUDSLEV,

"Body aM Will;" J.S. MILL, "Logier' FE\1CHTBBS'
LEBBN, "MediCal P8Ychology;" DEMEDICI, "Onnmm-
BUTation•
•Schwegler's History of Pbilosophy, page 76.
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PERSONIFIED UNTHINKABLES.

INTRODUCTION.
It is certainly a ilelf-evident propoaition that actiona

can have mor,,1 quality only on a auppoaitlon of free-
dom.
n is alao equally certain (though perhaps not eo

eelf.evident) that ·freedom is an abaoluteJy necessary
postedate of intelligence; for without the power of
choosing an end or law and governing one's eelf
accordingly, there could be no intelleetual Ii fe.
But that health-eo called phvaical health-is possi-

ble only through the fact of freedom, will, prolJa6/y,
appear to moat mindll as a s(fl/-ivid.ffl
The connection between Body, Intellect and Morals,

no one deniea. 'But it has been generally accepted on
the authority of matedalistic science.
Ph)'siology meaaures out our intellectllallife,fOT us.

and even goes SO (liT as to decide the ex.tent of moral
resjJo1lsi6ilily from the structure of the brain. While
the thorough-glling Materialiat affirma that the
Mechanism ia sufficient to explain all the phenomena
of Will, even goinr ao faT as to calmly suggest IlS a
recent twriter does, that desires for suicide, for immor-
• Bowne'. MetaphysiCll pages 168 and 169- .
t Mandatey'. U Btlt:ly alltl wm." page 8.1.

11



2 INTRODUCTION.

tality, annihilation, etc., are severally the necessarv
r_sult of the state of the body in which the individual
had no choosing.
This pushes the whole subject to an illSue on the

question of free-will.
The moralist and intellectualist can no longer allSert

Freedom, while they leave Hea/tll to be explained by
the mechanism; for they are thus still at the mercy of
the materialist.
Philosophy, both Ethical and Theistic, in defending

themselves against materialism,.have quite overlooked
this fact.
Healtn has been recognized only 88 an important

conditioning p")'skal fact. But a spiritual philoso-
phy, (whether it be Idealism or Phenomenalism,)
which regards physical manifestations as entirely, or
in any degree a product or effect of Mind, must
longer tneore#cally or practically exempt Body.
Body in all ita varying manifestations must be effect

or result of nougAt.
The basis o( Health must be wholly menial, and it

follows directly from this that the basis of Disease
mUlt likewise be wholly mental.
Disease and Evil must both be the direct and indio

rect reaults of an erroneous judgment. Here the
materialist would stoutly affirm that the erroneolu
judgMent was the neceslary result of' the state of the
lJody. in which the individual had no elloosl1l6'
And hc:re the spiritual philosopher must liS 8toutly

affirm that" all 80 called diseases of Body are .Imply

r
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effects of a mental cause, the result of an
error of reason, and that mind does have the power
of cQrrecting its own mistakes of judgment.
But the possibility offorming an erroneous judgment,

and the power of correcting it, 60th imply Freedom.
The fact of FreedQm does nQt by any manner of

meana make an ,ignorant man learned by the simple
choosing.
It does not make an evil man virtuous, without

some effort on his part j nor does it lift the sick man
from his bed, to simply choose to be well.
But when reason tella me that 2+11=4, if I chOOlle

to turn round and say perhaps after all 2+2=5, I exer·
cise my freedom in the matter. I do not alter the
Trulh, but as far as the mt>ra/ or ;{!h,ysical effecb
upon myself are concerned I can change results. I
can realize the TrillA, or I can the effects of a
denial of the TruIA.
By Freedom, either for the individual, or the race,

is simply meant a power to choose some TrillA or its
C01llriltliclory i some Reality or its opposite Noth'
inllness, and to regulate one's self accordingly.
If anyone should affirm that effects could exist

'" without any Cause whatsoever, he would but illustrille
the possibility of saying a thing was so, when it was
MOT so.
Further, if anyone should accept this statement as

so, which was not so, and should regulate hill actions
accordingly he would certainly realize rellulta in ac-
cordance with his erroneous judgment.
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Now the Reality of afeelinK consista in being felt.
Yet the foundation of the feelin" may be perfectly
f"lIae. The feeling may be wholly the result of the
poasibility of saying a thing Is ao whell it is not 10.
Thus persons have been known to lose the power

of speeCh and motion, to fall fainting and lifeless
eyen, upon afalse alarm of fire in a build,ing.
No 6re at all i still the feeling of fear and Its results

upon the body were RBAL enough while they lasted.
All thesll results were from a belief in a lie.
But if mind is endowed with trustworthy faculties

for ascertaining the truth or falsity of a reprwt, and
mind does not CluJbSti to exercise them, is not that
mind in a measure rellponaible for its own sulferingaP
A different state or mind would certainly change

results complete!)'.
The same peraon who falls imbecile or !ireleaa, upon

a false alarm or6re, ie'inapired by perfect fearless-
ness, or a touch of heroiam, could pallll unharmed
through raKinK}lames.
Now if a person chooses to believe a falae alarm of

fire, IAai dOllS nol maie a jire, wAen lAere ,'I nonll.
It doea not make a Reality out of Nothing. Such
peraons only dange "IISu//3 aa far as they themselves
are concerned.
If then all the Reality, commonly called lure/yeo,...

10,.111# diseases, poa&eu, can be shown to be the
RBSULT of the poaaibility of saying, or believing a
tbing is 10 when jt ia NOT so, that would establish
Disllase to be the result of an erroneous judgment;
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and since the pOllllibility of forming an erroneous judg·
ment implies- (r) Freedom; (:I) that there is aliso-
lute trutll ofReason,-that would alllO at the same
time establIsh HEALTil to be wist/om, Iltowledlle, in-
.rig"'. Thus would our new Doctrine of Heahh be
demonstrated. For Health would be Wisdom if Di.·
ease was lack of Wisdom.
Now if Physical Causatio,. is as false 8S a false

alarm of fire, anyone who affirms Physical Causation
but illustrates the possibility of sayinll a thing is so
when it is NOT SO•.

lethe individual or the race accept Physical Cau·
sation as true and regulate themselves accordingly,
they are certain to realize Results in accordance with
the erroneous judgment of Physical Causation.
In logic the Law of Contradictories is called afun.

damental Law oft1lnugM. According to Ihis Law,
"One of two contradictories must be affirmed." It
would, (or example, be a vioilltion o( this Law to
affirm, that all right angles are equal. and at the same
time assert that some right angles were larger than
others.·
Our aim is 10 deduce this doctrine of Health (rom

Theistic or Spiritual Philosophy; and to point out
. that Thefatic Philosophy cannot affirm Physical Cau-
sation, in the case of so-called purely corporeal
disease., without a self-evident violation of the J.,l1W

of Contradictories.
• Bowne'8 Metapbyah:8, page 168.



PART L--REALITY.

AN OUTLINE STATEMENT OF HOW ALL
REALITY IS TO BE REGARDED.

The Absolute; the Unknowable; the Infinite Es-
sence; First Cause, etc., are some 'of the fashionable
terms employed to denote our concept of the Supreme
Reality of the Universe.
They have the praiseworthy quality of being quite

unpicturable; but their unpicturability results rather
more from their lack of meaning than anything else.
The terms Being, Reality, Infinite, etc., are logi-

caillbstractions in themselves, and have no "(1111 meal."
ing apart from some acti'l1e agmt. But in that con-
nection they do have meaning.
Our highest conception of an active agent is the

ego, or Mind.
Now there is certainly'l1othing in the Universe so

utterly unpicturabk as Mind. What possible picture
can one form of the part of hi'J'l which realons,
reflects. gives judgments, forms decisions, etc?
Besides being unpicturl'ble, the term Mind stands

for the most definite. vivid and self-evident fact of
consciousness.
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Therefore .Mind, our highest, most real, definite
and kMwabltl term for a Unitary Active Aglmt, we
adopt for the present purpose, as the SOURCE. of all
&a.lity in the Universe. INFINITB MIND I
It is impossible to conceive of a Mind without

thoughts.
On the other hand, thoughtll have no independent

exilltence by themselves. They are not a community
looJing around waiting for some Mind to think them.
Neither are thoughts, mind, nor mind, thoughts.
There is an ultimate dualism between the two. They
never can lose their identity 'and change, the one to
the other.
Yet mind implies thoughts. They cannot exillt

apart. They are therefore what may be called REAL
or POLAR OPPOSITKS. TMy mutually imply
other.
Thought, or pr?duct of regarded by itself is

quite as unpicturable as mind. However, in <;onnec.
tion with thought, occurs a phenomenon, the import.
ance and significance of which, in all its bearings,
perbaps, has not been sufficiently regarded by philo.
sophy and psychology, viz;-
For every thought there is an accompanying men-

tal picture of some kind. J( the thing itself cannot
be pictured, there willlltill be an accompanying mell-•tal picture of some manifestation or appearance of
the thing.
If ,the idea triangle is called to mind, one cannot

think of it withollt seeing in his "mind's eye" a fig-
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ure with three sides. One calHlot reflect upon so
called general ideas without II mental picture. Take
e. g. the general term Animal. We find at once an
accompanying mental picture of some individual
included under the .cla88, animal; e. g., II dog or lion,
etc.
Neither can one consider ideaa regarded abstractly,

luch as, Life, Love or Virtue, without some object
possessing Lite, Love or Virtue, picturing itself to the
mind.
Furthermore these mental pictures either, (I.) cor-

respond to previous sensations derived from phenom-
ena or viRible universe, or (2.) they are original
constructions made up out of previous sensations by
means of aasociation, comparison, etc.
Mental pictures are therefore, [I.J the mind's sym-

bols for objective phenomena, and [21.] they are repre-
sentations of the activities- the working over processes
of intellect.
The first class, the finite ego, refers to some other

agent than itself as cause, but the 2nd it claims as
its own construction.
Its images, or ideals, the finite mind is instinctively

impelled to put in some form to the
senses.
To the Artist, the Poet, the Author, we accord our

highest praise and admiration in pttJportion as they
su«ceed in creating the most perfect form or
for their ideals.
Mental images are then the mediation between un-

I
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picturable thought, lind a repreBentation to the senBeS,
of thought.
They are the purely mental ezpreuioo for the

thoughts which the Artist puts on canva., the Poet
and the Author into form for eye and ear.
The creative facility we regard as the highest mark

of genius in finite mind.
But in the real, lhe ontological senBe of the word

INll'INITlt MIND, is the only CRKATOR. It is also, in
the true 8t11l1111 of the word the ONI,V MIND in the
Universe.
The finite mind stands in the relation of Tlwught

to tbis One Great. Mind.
[I.) Thoughts can never he the mind which think.

them. [I.) Again the sum of all the thoughts of
INFINITB MIND can never equal the OM Mind.
[3.J Again thought has no independent existence
apart from mind. Therefore: [I.) Man can never be
God. [a.] All mankind together can never equal
God. [3.] Man is an utter unthinkability apart from
God.
For every thought of Infinite Mind, there exists, 80

to speak, an accompanying menlal picture, type or
ideal. These types or ideals, the Idealist regards as
the reality of Phenomena, or visible UniverBe.
Here the Idealists divide into two classes. Neither

clau denies that there is objective relllity•
...Berkley affirmed an objective lind spiritual ground

of our senaationa.as an absolute neceuity of thought.
·Sowne'. Metaphy.lel, page 451.



He questioned only the external existence of the
object in perception, and reduced it to an effect in us."
The other class regards the mental ideal or type as

the r6tJlily of phenomena but also hold as Leibnitz
did, that visible universe is a creative act, It is the
ideal of thought realiud in act.
Since whichever class may have the truth of the

'matter does not to any extent effect the present argu-
ment, visible universe is regarded as a Orfatioo for
the realUatitm of a purpose; also as an expression of
an ideal,ju8t as an 'artiet seeka to represent his ideala
of thought.
But for all that, phenome!'on is only an appear-

ance. It haa no more tm&8ta.nce in it than the vivid
reflections thrown llpon a screen or wall by the
magic lantern, which presente to the eye a perfect,
beautiful and certainly a most real appearance.
Juat as every minutest detail of the brilliant picture

on the wall corresponds to a small transparency with-
in'the lantern, just so phenomenon i8 the reJlutioft
of an Ideal of Infinite Mind.
The reflection of a thought has no suOsta/l.C6, [the

words BUbstance and matter ought to be annihilated)
but it hilS reality.
Just as all the reality the reflection on the screen

posseses is derived from the magic lantern, just 80 all
the Rtalitll of 'visible universe is derived from Infinite
Mind and e<mIl'i8ts in its purely mental quality.
Therefore aa an act of Infinite Mind the reflection

0(, a thought i8 real. For all the Divine doing is Real.

10 REALITY. J
I
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And aU the Divine doing ie perfect, beautiful, har-
monious; perfect in Order, Health and Happinell.
Whatever other appearance man may imagine he
seea'tbere is an entirely gratuitoull contribution on hi..
part. An example of the exercise of hill freedom tG
fGrm erroneous judgments, whereby he does not alter
Truth or Reality; but merely a8 far as he himself is.
concerned, change8 relults.
All the Rtality, then, in the Universe, is to be re-

garded as to a direct line from.One Sour", Als.o in
a regular grade of order which cannot be revered or
worked backwards any more than, in the case of the
magic lantern, the reflection Clln be the catIM of the
tranllparances, or lenses-or again the transparanced or
lenses can be the cause of the light in the lantern.

LU'E OF REALITY.
I. INFINITE M'UID.
2. INFINITB THOUGHTS.

3. INFINITE JDIlALS OP INPINITE THO\JGHTS.
4. INl"INITE EXPftllSSION8, OR [DBALS RBALIZKD IN

ACT;- VISIBLE UNIVBRSB.



PART n.--POLAR OPPOSITES.

REAL OR POLAR OEPOSITES.

{
Infinite Mind.
In6nite Thoughts.

{
Thought -Symbols.
UnJty -Multiplicity.
Identity -Divenity.

{
Being.
Attributes.

REAL or Polar OPPOSITES are necessarilly recipro.
-cal. They do not exclude, but mutually imply each
other. -They are utterly meaningleBlJ apart. One
cannot ex.ist without the other.

[I.] Thought and symbol are Polar Opposites just
.as much as Mind anu Thoughts. They have no exist·
ence apart. Mind cannot think a thought without sign
or symbol of some kind. The Thought for which
mind has no mental conception, is perfectly meaning·
less. Mind bas not thought it. If the senses have
never Kiven the symbol which mind has translated into
the idea 'IHangle, or if Mind has never constructed it
out of its previous sensation of lines and angles, that

has never thought the idea Triangle.
"'CoeUr's Handbook of PblIOlloph1'. Division. I. p. 171.

I

I
j
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(:I.] The same thought may be elCpre_d in a mulO-
plicity of ways, all e. g. the idea Castle may be exprclIII-
cd by a word spoken or wrilten,-by the architect on
paper, by the mechanic in brick or stone or by the
artist on canvas etc.
The Thougi.t never losses its Unity, no matter how'

nomeroull the forms which represent it.

(3.] Again the idea OubJ never changes to the idea
Cylinder; Dar the idea Cylinder to the idea Sphere•.
Yet the form which expresses the ideA cub6 assumes.
the exact appearance of the form cylinder by simply
revolving the cube (suspended at the centre of one
of its sides), and a perfect sphere is prodnced all-
far as the sense of sight can inform us by rotating
the cylinder (suspended at the centre bV ita round
side.-)
Throughout the phenomenal universe, the idea re-

mains (orever the same. The idea solid does not
change to the i<iea liquid. nor the idea liquid into the
idea vapor. Yet the appearance, or eKpression for
the idea may change from one to the other right be-
fore our eyes, liS in the case of water.
We cannot Iherefore affirm identy of phenomena.

When we change ice illio steam alld then back into
ice again, we cann':>t affirm that we have the sam6
piece of ice with which we started. But thought cim
never lose its identity nor its unity, nor ceall;C to exist a8
long as mind exists to tbink it. Therefore tbis-
.Froebcl·, Kinder-garteo Sy,lem.-Thll Second Gift.
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I
I
j

Thought of Infinite Mind which you and I represent '
.cannot cease to exist, nor lose its unity nor its idmtity
any more than Infinite Mind can cease to exist,
'Bince Mind and Thoughts imply each other. Further,
lince Thought and Symbol are likewisepolar opposites
which imply each other, we shall always have erpr688-
ion or body of lOme kind or other.
Phenominal universe ·of lOme kind must always

-exist, as long al Infinite Mind existB. We cannot
blot out one and leave the other -any more than by
Tubbing the vivid reflectionl thrown upon the wall by 1
the magic lantern, we can erase the picture while the
lantern continues to burn. Or any more than we can
put the lantern out and still have 'our picture left on
the wall.

[4.] Pure 01 Ab80lute BitiNG apart from Attributes is
quite as unthinkable as Mind without Thoughts.
Life, Truth, Virtue, in the abstract, are quite al mean-
'ngle88 and absurd as it would be to talk about a
mila at a grin in the abstract, floating round in the
air, or which no one had ever miled or grinned.
•Abstraction. however, is the first act or conditioll

in knowledge. It is the withdrawal of attention to a
part.
We have seen that all RltALITY was to be regarded

as in a direct line and order from the same Source.
But the whole process of knowledge, however, follows
along the ret>erHd line; and thus [as we shall see]
·Cocker's Handbook of Philoloph,.-Dlviaion I, p. 169.
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with Abstraction, or the first step. in knowledge, has
occured Personification, or the fundamental error.
Attention [abstraction] is first directed to Phe-

nomena. Sensations are menta/. tramlati0n8 of Phe-
nomena. Sensations, again, are not entities. They
are only Sensations as they are thought by mind;
only as they are an act of the conscious ego. There
are two WA} s, of regarding this one act.
At the same time the ego recognizes its sensstions, as
its own, it also recognizes that the sensation. stand
for something 'OOt its own; and thus arrives at pheno-
mena. Here it observes most wonderful manifesta-
tions of power, law. truth, life, etc., etc. and is
impressed with overwhelming Reality. Thus it is
led to perWflify Nature, or endow Phenomena with
independent Reality. not realizing the fact that Visible
Unifler88 is purely a mental expression of Thought.
that ifJnfiniteMind could cease to exist, all the appear-
ances which seem so vaBt and elJ6rlaating. would van-
ish like a bubble without leaving the shadow of Il
dream behind.
'The ego having personified Nature, when it arrive:;

at some knowledge of Infinite Mind has two oppos-
ing&!aluietJ in the universe - Mind and Matter-or if it
has personified the various Laws, Forces, etc. which
it ab8tractiJd on its way, it already hall a hOlt of
Divinities.
Personification, then is the fundamental lie, which

haa attended ablltraction,-the firllt step in /rnowledg,·.
Personification ill from perBona, the Latin \Yord for
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a mask; and obtained its present significance from
tbe fact that Actors were in the habit of wellring
masks in the plays. That is, by means of masks,
they assumed to be personages they were not.
So the ego in turning its attention to phenomena,

endowed the mani{lNItatUins of Reality, with an inde·
pendent existence' and Reality which they do not

And thus counted the 'I1KUk, [the appear-
ance,] for One, as well as the Actor, One, quite over·
looking the fact that the Actor, and the character he
perlJ()'OOUB, cannot count as Two distinct individuals.
When the ego cornell to explain Body and Soul as

the union of mind and maller, it has two irreconcil-
able forcos. In proportion as matter is allo.wed do-
minion, Intellect and Morals are SLAVES, until ill a
final struggle for consistency, Matter is declared
Omnipotent I Mind is but r':fleclion, ezpr8Bllion of
MATTER. MECHANISJ.I is fully competent to explain
all appearance or phenomena of mind.
&matUins ar, all.
John Stuart Mills asserts that, ·"In the lan2uage of

philollOphy, feelings and states of consciousnelll are
synonymous; everything is a feeling. of which the
mind is conscious."
Although Mr. Mill establishes a scale of rank in

feelings, yet such statements reduced to their lowest
terms degrade Philosophy to some luch gibberish as
the following :-AJ.riD 'liv ergo lum.-I have
a headache; therefore I exist. The Greek and Lat-
...Logic" ch. III. t 3.
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in give an appearance of learning, but looking bMifid
the MaiJlc, at the contentll of the sentence every healthy
mind i. instinctively impelled in the name of Philoso-
phy, to sledge-hammer it as a lie, and then start out
once more with that lolty aasertion of Dcs Cartcs, ,"I
think therefore I exist." And I wt, because Infinite
Mind THJNu. And l"have no Wttnce apart from
Infinite Mind. "in tbat sense, "I and the Father are
One,"
The Law of Polar Opposite. i. the moat funda-

mental law in the universe; and Personilication ill a
direct, !lnd iltupid violation of that law. Personifica-
tion is Idolatry,.
----------------------
-Book of Exodus. Chap. XX. Yen.. 3 to '1

(;



PART III...CONTRADICTORIES.

J

I

The Law of CONTRADleTORIES is a fllndamental
Law of Thought. According to this law, ONE of
two contradictoriesmuat be affirrrl.Mi."
All Contradictories of uniVIIT8al, nece&ary and abo

80ltae TauTH are impo6llible i· and UNTHINKABLBS.
On the opposite side of the great principles of

Trutb, Virtue, Health,Life, etc., the ego beholds anoth.
er set of appearances which it also at once proceeds
to pllTBOnifg, to establish as realities, vi7J : Falsity, Evil,
Disease and Death, until, however, gradually com·
ing to comprehend there can be no such thing a8 IlUri·
butea apart from Being, that Truth, Virtue, Health
and Life etc. are meaningless abstractions by thtm·
selves, it is confronted by the monstrous paralogism of
affirming that if Falsity, Disease, Evil and Death
are also Attributes of Being, are Realitil8, just as
much as Truth, Virtue, Health and Life are Realities,
.Cocker's Handbook or Philosophy. Division I. p. I.

TRUTH.
VIRTUR.
HZALTII.
LIFB.

FAJ..8ITV.
EVIL••
DISRASB.
DRATH.
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then Fblrity, Evil, Disea.se and Death, and BBING are
necellaarily reciprocal. They do not exclude, but mu·
tually imply each other.
Infinite Mind, and Falsity, Evil, Disease and Death

are utterly meaningless apart j one cannot exist with-
out the other I And thull to avoid the revolting necea-
sity of making the Infinite the Father oj I.tie8,
another [personage] mask is introduced into the Uni-
. verse to father this new set of Realities. A necessity
which might have been wholly obviated by the cor·
rection of the very simple blunder in the premiscs,
viz.-that Falsity, Evil, Disease and Death are not
polar 0ppolitel of Being at all, tbey are the purely
Verbal OppOsiteB, or Contradictories of the ATTRI-
BtJTBS of Being.
What rational ground is there then, for affirming

them to be Realities, or the Attributes of Beingl 1&
it not on the other hand, a direct violation of the law
of Contradic:toriell, to do so1
If we affirm the proposition j some right angles are

larger than others, to be equally true with the propo-
sition, all right-angles are equal, we at once introduce
confulion and chaos not only into mathematicll, but
also into Astronomy, Phyllics, or, in short all the
Arts and Sciences depending on mathematics. So
long as we maintain that single Falsity to be a Reality
just so long would we remain in the denscst ignorance
on all these subjects. We would not alter the 2huh.
but only as far as we ourselves are concerned, we
would change reBUlt.B.
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Whether we will or no, we cannot POSSIBLY
affirm both of two Contradictories. If we hold fast t()
one, we lose the other. And we must affirm TaUTH
and cIeny itll verbal opposite as an absolute UNTHINK-
ABLE, in order to make the slightest advance in
knowledge.
Now since all the Contradictories of universal,

nec_ary and absolute Truth are impossible, are
Unthinkablll8, we must either affirm Truth, Virtue,
Health. [from anglo-saxon hAl, WHOLE], Life, Love,
etc. to be universal, necessary and absolute Truths, 1
and their contradictories unthinkables, or else we
must affirm Falsity, Evil, Disease, Death, Hate, etc.,
to be universal, necosaary and absolute truths and
their contradictories unthinkables. A conclusion which
the consititent Materia\ist accepts either openly or else
practically. But a conclusion the Spiritual Philoso-
pher cannot accept without a most flagrant violation
of the Law of Contradictories.
But here the ego immediately inquires: How then

come these appel1rances which seem so real, take,
e. g., the manifestations of Evil, the contradictory of
Virtue?
Here, however, a moment's reflection convinces us,

this class of manifestations we universally regard a&
rllB'ldtB. Moral quality is never affirmed of results, but
of the thought which actuated the results. To remove
the results in no way affects the guilt of the Thought.
But again the ego questions: Why is not the mo-

fWl(IU8 judgfrumt back of the results ofEvil, as evidmtly
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'Unthinkable as the statement, lOme right aniles are
larger than others?
The answer is plain enough. It is purely a matter

of insight, of Education.
There are thousandll of people to-day in these en-

tightened United States, to whom if one should make
the statement backed by the authority of a college di-
ploma, 80llle right aflgle8 are larger than other" they
would be believed implicitly, without any doubt of its
truth and reality.
It is an errOfltOn.8 ,iudgment that self or hap-

piness ever in any way conflict with Virtue.
On the Oontrary, the welfare and happiness of the

individual, and of the race depend unconditionally upon
Virtue.
It is just liS untrue that" man is the slave of his

. flenscs, as that lome right lIngles are larger than others.
But, just liS surely as a man com"C:i to the conclusion
that his senses rule him, or were given for personal
gratification, just so llurely the physical, or phenome-
nal results of such a decision begin to manifest them-
flelves. And since Intellect and tM Senses meet through
the imaging faculty, Intellect having accepted the
.unthinkable, the impossible for Truth, for Reality,
IMAGINATION proceeds to portray these Unthinkables
to the senses. And all the acts of that man thereafter
are fUll/til of that one mental error.
But, right here must be noticed an important and

undeniable fact, viz.: The whole physical organiza-
tion also responds to the mental error. A
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thought of senlluality, avarice, or revenge, distorts the
face, impairs respiration, retards or quickenll the
circulation, and goes tingling through every nerve and
fibre of the body. But if long enough continued it
rellults in either Disease of some form, or permanent
deformity of the featurlRJ, if not of the whole body, or
both.
Very many forms of Disease are well known to be

the results of immorality, and consequently purely
mental origin. Yet it never seems to lltrike one as at
all absurd to phym a man for Avarice, or Revenge.
On the contrary it is taken for granted all the proper
thing to do. Still the .person who should undertake
to remove an ugly image reflected on a wall by It
maltic lantern, with a coat of whitewash, would in all
probability be regarded, either as non compos mtmtia,
or, as a very great ignoramus, No matter how mucb
one may try to ignore the {act, or cheat the sensei, by
hanging a dark curtain over the ugly picture, yet
Reason will insist that the reflection is still there as
long all the lantern remains intact; and that you have
only to lift the dark curtain to be again confronted by
the unseemly reflection, There is but one way to re-
move it (rom the wall, that must be done b)' II
change inside the Lantern.
In like manner as long as the mental image for an

unthinkable is held in the mind, just so long will the
immoral results continue to manifest themselves.
But, just as llurely 8S the erroneous 'judgment i&

ClnTIlCted, all the resulls of. the personified unthinkable-
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will be replaced by manifestations of Truth, Pure
living, and High thinking.
The complete reformation of an immoral man

would not then be tbe miracle it now is, if phyBical
ca'l.l8ation were seen to be as utterly untbinkable, a&
for tbe Refl«tiom of tbe magic lantern to be the fuuse
of the image they reflect.
But such results are impo88ible on a basis of physi-

cal neceuity, and, moreover, as long as physical cau-
sation is allowed in the slightest degree, Morals are at
mercy of Chance. For a man may be free one mo-
ment but nece88itated the next. Or again one man
might be entirely free under circumstances which
would render another wholly necessitated.
The fundamental lie, then, which opens the door to

evil and which continues to hold it open is phyBical
causation, or allowing the senses dictatorship. The

, office of the Senses is solely to report phellomena.
Keasoll translates it into Knowledge. The Senses
should neither give us pleasure nor pain. Either
pleasure or pain denotes perversion of their use. In
their office they should be as sensationless and uncon-
scious as perfect dig68tion. The pleasure derived from
tbe harmony of color, or sound, or should
be wholly intellectual. Pain should be the revolt of
the intellect against an untruth. For discord and in-
harmony are but expressions for a lie I
Pleasure and Pain are both rcsults of the erroneoua

judgmentofPhysicalCausation, for Physical Causation
is as absolutely unthinkable as it would be for the reo
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f1ections of the magic lantern to be the CbU86 of the
Reality they reflect; or, for T/wughta to be the Came
of the Ego or Mind which thinks them.
This conclusion, however, }')eing thoroughly con-

trary to established belief will not be readily accepted
in the case of so called purely physical For
althougb mental and moral causation is generally con-
, ceded for a large clasa of bodily maladies, yet physi-
cal causation is inaisted upon for a large proportion.
Feuchtersleben says: .. The operations of body and

mind meet in the fancy (or imagination) as in a 'punc-
tum wiens; it is only through the imagination tbat
they act and fe-act together. Thought wit1wut (Zn \mage
cannot becomil disealled " nor can without im-
agination become p81IchicaUy diseased. Below imagi-
nation we find affections of the sensor and motor
nerves which remain purely corporeal diseases so
long as they do not encroach upon her domain...•
But how can they become diseased and not en-

croach upon her domain? For all. our knowledge
lind experience of sensor and motor nerves is derived
whoU'!:! their diseaaed condition. No one would
ever have known of nerves from their heaUll'll
tion. They never report themselves. But having be-
come disordered they do report themselves; and the
report must of nece68it:g be made through the imaging
faculty. There is no other way. The only point which
remains then, to consider, is whether sensor and motor
nerves get out of order themselves, or by some misuse
-Medical Psychology, pp. 341-243.

!
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on the part of the ego. If then, diseased conditions
of senIOr and motor nerves can be shown to be r681dt8
of erroneous judgment, there certainly need no lon-
ger be any realIOn for the Spiritualistic Philosopher to
violate the Law of Contradictories, even to the extent
of affirming Physical Causation in the solitary case of
sensor and molor nerves.
The true definition of CAliSE is: ., Whatsoever

WILL, does orDIDDo."· Throtlghout the phenomenal
Universe we observe only an orderly succeuion of
events, never GaUBe. Our only experience of cause lit
when phenomena is modified through human agency
or design. Thus man can combine. Hydrogen and
Oxygen in the proportiQ1l,oftwo volumes of H to one
of°and produce the result H z 0, or Water, through
his own deiign and agency. But at the same time he
is conscious that he is not the author of the immutable
principle necessary to the combination, and instinc-
tively concludes to a Supreme CAliSE or WILL as
an ultimate ground of all the orderly succession of
events observable in the Universe. The finite ego is
the immediate or efficient cause of change or modifica-
tion of phenomena observable about us in human life.
While the Infinite is the ultimate Cause of the immu.
table principles back of Viiilble Universe. Reason
can never be satisfied with any causation· apart (rom
Will. Especially since it must necessarily result 80
disastrously to Intellect and Morals.
Simplybecause the senses report certain appearances
·Chas. De Medici, Commensuration, p. u.
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followed by lIuffering and dillOrder of the Organillm,
which interfc'lre with the functions of body and mind
i, not ,ufficient reallOn for affirming Ph}'sical Causa-
tion in the case of purely corporeal Diseases. For,
why should ReallOn allow the Senses to be competent
to furniih the trutb in this one case, while in every
other the Senles but furnish the data which RelillOn
alone il competent to work over into knowledge? The
&n8ta would at this very moment, (it they alone were
consulted), ifl8ist that the Earth il stationary j and
deny point blank the fact that the Earth is wbirling
througb Space, in its Orbit, at the rate of 68,288 miles
an hour.
Jf then a perfectly latillfactory explanation of all 10-

called purely corporeal diseases call be given bY as-
suming phyllit:al camaticm to be the ll7T07l6OU8 judg.
ment which results, eitber directly or indirectly in
corporeal diseales, RfIQMI'Il is bound to accept it, since
it wouid thus forever dilpose of both PhyBica.l 0aU8(l'
tim and Corporeal Di8ease by effectually 7cnod«ng their
headll together.
(I.) A belief in physical camQtton produces }I"ear,

and Fear acts both directly and indirectly upon the
body. Often immediately upon the B61IIIQ1' and motor
nerves in like manner as was seen in the illustration
of the immediate results of Avarice and Revenge
upon senIOr and motor nerves i or in the case of the
results observed upon a belief in a false alarm of fire.
It would be impossible to dismay that mind which
was in cot'lscious pollBeBBion of its perfect ability to sub-
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due the fire, or else to escape from the flames unin-
jured. Especially if the conscioulneu of perfect
ability was based upon the knowledge thai the only
conceivable danger would result from Fear. Just 10
perfectjearlea8ne8B halcarried many untouched through
the mOlt violent contagions of cholera, small-pox,
yellow fever, etc.
(2.) Fear is also the remote, or (latent) cause of

disease, as a race belief held throughout the whole
history of mankind. It is the open door through
which the Enemy can at any moment rush in and bind
the Itrong man. It is co-existent with the first Per-
IOnified Abstraction, or the lie of an independent
Reality apart from and hostile to Mind. Observe the
"}ibssil hi,toryl> to be 'seen in the formation of the two
worda Health and Disease. Dia·ease is the lack of
ease immediately resulting from the erroneoul concep-
tiol1 of an independent Health (anglo-saxon HAl,
Whole/) Whole.ness apart from Infinite Mind.
This one lie lurks behind a million different M/Ulks,

which paaa for 10 many different enlitiel and Realities.
Every scientifically labelled Disease with its various
attending symptoms minutely and vividly pictured out
to the senses is a M/Ullc. The Li, and its masks are
PerlOni6ed Unthinkables. The" Dramatis PerIOnllll ,.
of a Stupendous M/Ulquerade under the auspices of
Materialism, and the stage management of Physica.
Causation. An High Carnival which might be suffi·
ciently entertaining but for the fact that its 8wift and
inevitaQle termination in that woeful TRAGEDY OP
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ERRoRs-the Errot'lt of Falsity, Evil, Disease and
Death, touches a chord whichvibrates in every human
heart.
Here the ego insists upon an answer to tbe ques-

tion: HWJ is it possible for a lie or an unthinkable to
be expressed upon the body? But 0116 answer is pos·
.ihle. It is manifested on the same Principle as all
Thought in the Universe j that grand principle ac-
cording to which all REALITY is manifested; the
immutable principle of which the finite is not the
author and which it cannot idter, although jt may
deny. But if it denieB. it reaps the results of the
. denialworked out on the very principle which it denies.

One can write out on a black·board the statement
for the unthinkable 2+2=5; he, there. bas a manifes-
tation of a lie. If he affirm the lie to be true and 011

the strength of the affirmation gets $S (dollars). out
of his neighbor instead of $4 (dollars), there are im·
mediately, immoral results from the lie.
Now, Rheumatism or Pneumonia, etc., are Verbal

expressions for unthinkables just as 2+2=5 is a ver-
bal expression for a lie. By means of the picturing
faculty, both of the individual and of those about him,
the outward manifestation of the unthinkable will ex-
press itself upon the body just as surely as the magic
lantern will reflect the picture inserted between the
Ught and. the lense8 when the proper conditions are
met.
This explanation reduces aU physical phenomena in

the Universe to the manifestation of Thought ahd

I..
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removes t1'!e contradictory from the philosophy which
affirms man to be the union of mind and matter, and
tho erroneous judgment that Soul and body interact.
WILL is the only CAusa in the Universe of which we
have any knowledge or experience. That Will modi-
fies, changes and controls the physical is our hourly
and daily experience. But lww matter, even in the
form of sensor and motor nerves can change itself
into sensations transcends all experience. On the other
hand, mind can locate sensations in any part of the
body at will. Thus cases are common (quite too com·
mon) where from the simple trimmi,ng of the finger
nails some persons actually suffer more than others
would from cutting into the skin. Again others pride
themselves upon such an acute sense of digestion that
they can tell the exact ingredients of their food even
when the palate is deceived.
Soul and body cannot interact any more than the

Reftectioo and the Magic Lantern inter-act.
Quinine nor Physic never mad" a sick man well,

any more than a dead man could double up his first
and strike a blow. Faith in the knowledge and skill
of the doctor who prescribed the medicine; hope.
fulness in these about the sick man changes the
mental image until the appearance of dillease, like
Di880ltling View, fades into the glorious Reality of
Health.
The problem ofHealth, then, would be how to culti- ,

vate and keep clean and healthy pictures itt the mind.
:J{ealth would then be"an essential part of the ego.
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. Man would be a strict unity not a trinity of Intellect.
Body and Morals.
And the absolutely necessary postulates ofthis lfflity

would be INFINITE MIND, FaEEDoM and ETSRNAL
LIFB.
One more. Contradictory remains to be considered,

viz.: The contradictory of Life. If we affirm LiCe to
be a universal, necessary and absolute Truth, then
Death is Imponible and unthinkable.
The appea'l'a'l'lC4l called death is therefore only the

last stage of the Lie of Physical Causation in which
the lie and its mask are swallowed up in the victory
of Truth, in which the Personified l,Jnthinkable is
eraBlld from off the boards of Reality.
Heaven is not a PJ,ACS where there is no more sin-

ning,8uffering.and dying. It is a state of Intellectual
cktJelopnwmt. And when the finite reaches that stage
of Insight by which the contradictories of all attri.
bUflllof Infinite Mind are seen to be self.evident Un-
tbinkables-tMn there will be no more death, no
matter whether that degree of WJ8DOM is attained
upon thia Earth or in some other Sidereal System.

/
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A few more words remain to be said in regard to
the 'lUll: of the Verbal Opposite, or Contradictories.
Since there is such a thing as Verbal Opposite, what
is its office in our mental activities? Reason insists
that nothing is useless or meaningless in the Uni·
verse. Why, then, is it possible to say or to belielle
a tbing is 8.J when it is not so?
Consider, then, for a moment, the proposition that

two straight lines cannot inclose space. Nothing can
make the trutbo! the proposition so manifest, 81 the
attempt to think its contradictory,-[two straight linea
CAN inclose a space.] In fact, Truth cannot be utah-
liBked or proved in any other way. A truth is onlyac.
cepted nominally or on trial, as it were, until its contra.
dietary is seen to be 11 self-evident UNTHJNKABLB. This
principie of Contradictories ia, tl,en, our 7buch8tone
for truth,
And this is the part AUribute8 and their Contra-

dictories play in our knowledge of Reality. Attri.
butes are the lights, and Contradictories the ahades,
which tOl'{ether work out some magnificent truth of
Beini:; just as an artist represents the idea, Tree, on
paper, by means of black dots, and Iines,- and light
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spaces. The idea, tree, is made manifest ,by meansof
the LAw OF CoNTRADICTORIES, and can'llOt be done
in any otherway.. Why? Because the artist is imitating
. Nature, and in Nature, the idea is worked out on the
principle of Contradictories; for phenomena are but
mental p1ctures for the ideas of Infinite Mind.
In like manner all the great truths of Health, Vir-

tue and Life are worked out on this same principle of
Contradictories j But mankind, at present, as it were,
accept them only nominally, or on trial. There is
but one way to establish them as grand Realities.
When the appearances called Evil, Disease and
Death, are seen to be results of personifying self-evi-
dent unthinkables; then Health, Virtue and Eternal
Life will be as' absolutely certain as the fact that all
right-angles are equal.
If a man in looking at tbe drawing of the tree on

paper, should see only a rneaningle... collection of
black lines and dots, and should devote himself to a
minute analysis and enumeration of dots, angles, and
straggling and crooked lines, be might display a very
profound erudition on the whole subject of lines and
dots j but he wonld forever miss the itUa Tree in the
artist's mind.
If on the other hand, another man should devote

himselfto tbe study ofthe phenomena of Zight spaw,
he might work out some very marvelous theories in-
volving laws of Optics and Mathematic:e j but he
would also forever miss the idea, tree, in the artist's
mind,

"
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But if, finally, some one should, in looking at the
sketch, arrive instantaneously and unconsciously at the
idea, trUt lights and shades would be quite mean·
ingle88t in themselves, and never interest him beyond
the fact that they represented the principle by means
of which the idea was expressed.
Like Socrates of old, he would claim no wisdom

for himself, simply because he had recognized the de·
sign of the artist, but would feel more than ever im·
pelled to affirm that he knew nothing, in view of the
fact that he was neither the Author of the idea, nor
the sketch, nor the principle by which it was exe-
cuted. If the Oracle pronounced him the wisest
of men, he would maintain that it was simply because
he knew nothing, while the ERQI>ITBS of the Dark
Lines and Light Spaces did Ill;lt even know they
knew nothing.
So if the ego could, with the humllity of a lit-

tle child, or of the Wisdom of Socrates, starting out
once more from the Threshold of Knowledge, arrive
instantaneously and unconsciously at the sublime ideas
of Life and Love. contr.adictories would be quite
meaningle88 in themselves and Dever more be of in·
terest, save as they had together manifested the Ideas
of Life and Love and furnished tl'e Principle whereby
other ideu of INFINITE MIND could be comprehend.
ed by the Finite.

THE END.
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